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About This Game

��THE GATES OF HELL�� have opened, the Infinite Skeleton Hell Army from Hell has began the Ultimate Invasion World
leaders come together to combat the Skeleton Menace , you stand alone... The Last anime of a time long passed .... Use your

ULTIMATE PUNCH and send the Evil Giant Skeletone Head and his army back skeleton hell

���������� B.E.N.B.O QUEST ���������� ����������  is the hot new indie retro anime pixel platformer that all the cool kids are talking
about. Smash your way through a handful of levels and defeat all of the bad dudes, look trust me when i tell you this,

Hot Features:

 Hot Features

 Engaging world full of Cool Skeleton Enemies.
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 A narrative-driven, single-player action platformer, with a charming cast of diverse characters and a touching story of
self-discovery.

 Find the hidden guys??

 Fight the Super Skeleton(s) with your ULTIMATE ATTACKS.

"Dazzling pixel art just like your favorite super nontonder gamers tat you played when
you were 24" ~ Vine2D

"Dude put me in the steam page" ~ BaconPal

"あなたがこれを読んでいるなら、ゲイがいる" ~ Sakurai
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Title: SUPER BENBO QUEST: TURBO DELUXE
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Thumbtack
Publisher:
Thumbtack
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 2GHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Any

Storage: 50 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: no

English
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This is a short indie game, it's free, it takes about an hour to finish and i think anyone who's bored should give it a try.
Comes with a few achievements for those who collect achievements, has a few mini games inside, and yes it has ponies too,
lacks the ability to save the game which can be annoying if you accidently skip a minigame or you have to leave,but for a casual
1 hour it's fine.I recommend it!
. Dark Shoes IV. A lovely adventure into a dream world.
Though not without its flaws (e.g. it feels almost inevitable that the player will end up brute forcing some item combinations or
rooms), the peculiar environments and scenarios had me wanting more after it was all over.. A wondrous bullet hell. Very well
polished.. Simple But Spooky !. Man i missed the old days of Fnaf. Fun game, although not a pure bullet hell. fun small game.
Message to new players.

The respawns are SHARED for the whole team. Don't join a game and use up the respawns while somebody reviving you!!!! (i
lost count of how many people gank respawns WHILE im healing them!) So if you're thinking about getting the game, you've
BEEN WARNED to not look like a d*ckbag.

I max out my Healing and I revive people from death in 5 sec(?) don't waste them g*ddamn respawns! You cost us ALL the
game and we lose our tanks that we've spent 3 hours building up. (or days)
Someone with LVL 10 guns is just more valuable to respawn than some guy with LVL 1 guns. Simple.

I don't get any motion sickness at all. These people make me laugh. If you can handle EVE Valkyrie or Hover Junkers you can
handle this no problem. (Play some No Limits 2 rollercoaster simulator or something stop being a p*ssy!) People act like it's
like riding the SCRAMBLER at a carnival or something. it's NOT. (You guys gotta get those cold sweats out of your system!)

[[ If your family members can't play either, that's hereditary! Not the game's fault. ]]

THIS GAME reminds me of Cyber Sleds. Earth Defense Force. And Battleborn for some reason! (maybe it's the finale)

The graphics aren't as important as performance. (Game looks pretty amazing in scale.) Don't try to be cool and upscale if it
isn't smooth. Do whatever it takes to run the game smooth as LIQUID!! (You don't wanna spin and see double vision of every
building artound you. A part of me thinks that's the reason people get motion sickness!!! They're too stubborn and want a nice
Anti Alias. Stop doing that.)

Hold X on controller and kill the enemy with the "Blaster" (infinite ammo) and they will drop ammo!!!

I already love this game. I don't even remember Battlezone. You can play this game laying on a couch and hover around like
Professor X.
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Very well done retro dungeon crawler, with some city builder and exploration elements. Definately scratches an itch I've been
craving. Great job!. Well quite simply one of the most addictive games I have played in my life....

There was a considerable amount of effort placed in this game and the author/scripter does a great job making imagination
come to life.

Yeah....its a text game doesnt stop the game from being fun and running scenarios of what if?

Best wishes to the author you have me hooked keep up the good work

Regards Reaper. No comment is already a comment right? Lel. RPG Maker 2003 is great for those who don't know what Ruby /
Java scripting is.
The only scripting that would happen would be eventing (because eventing is almost if not as powerful as Ruby / Java Script).
I rate this 8.5/10 - SammyCat Studio's
. I used to play this game when I was a kid. I remember almost every secret area, and know where almost all of the bad guys are.
xD This game was and still is very fun. <3 If you like old school games, you will love this one. :3. Does not even start.. It's a
clicker. But it's a clicker with a surprising amount of layers and pathways to success. The combat game breaks up the pacing
nicely, and it's a lot of fun coming up with new fleets. I really enjoyed my time with the game.. Having played since the beta, I
can say that the gameplay is very solid and addictive. It's easy to get the hang of it but a real challenge if you have a really
determined friend as your adversary. I recommend it also because I'm an old school gamer who miss the good old "couch
multiplayer" that we experienced growing up in the 80s and 90s with a console in the living room in front of a TV.
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